ENHANCE YOUR COMFORT, DECORATE ACOUSTICALLY

motif®
PRINTED IMAGE FINISHING
ONE OF A KIND

MINIMUM RESOLUTION: 8.0dpi at 300dpi

SEND US YOUR IMAGE
(photography or vector)

info@jocavi.net

MOTIF® images can be obtained by printing them from our image data bank or by using our design services for individual designs or customers’ own images, texts, and symbols.

A precise evaluation of the customers’ files resolution will be confirmed before printing. The One of a Kind department guarantees the quality and exclusivity of your file printing, which will be used only once and only for you.

Different colours and patterns can be used for printing. The quality of our textiles used with the pictures fulfills the fire security requirements (B1) for public use.

EXAMPLES OF MODELS SIZES AND COMBINATIONS

LIGHTWALLTRAP®

STANDARD SIZES

OTHER SIZES AND COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER REQUEST

MELLOWALLTRAP® ADDSORB® LEAKY FM®

STANDARD SIZES

OTHER SIZES AND COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE UNDER REQUEST

And Much More... Need Help?

Contact us for a FREE Personalized Room Project.

For better results, please fill in the enclosed Consulting form, or contact your Panel Placement Specialist through info@jocavi.net or call +31 219243097, so that we can properly assist you.
MOTIF® PRINTED IMAGE FINISHING

Motic® is a finishing for digital printing on fabric or wood. Challenge your imagination and choose the finishing you want for your space without any limitation. We print any image on wood or fabric for our panels, just choose from our gallery or send us your image.

Available on all JOCAVI® models with a finishing in wood or fabric:

All these models may have the image you want as a finishing, as an alternative to the usual colours and textures.

FEATURES

- Printed on fabric or wood.
- Acoustically transparent textile and/or perforated wood.
- Same acoustic performance as the original models.
- Exclusive customized images guaranteed by our One of a Kind department.
- Fire security requirements (B1) for public use (fabric finishing).
- High-quality print, using CMYK colour system and resolution up to 1080 dpi.
- Custom-made by size and images.
- Large-scale seamless images.

PRINTED ON WOOD

3x Adsorb®
120x60cm

PRINTED ON FABRIC

3x Mellowalltrap®
120x60cm

JOCAVI®

Portuguese company specialised in developing and manufacturing acoustic treatment panels for the professional audio industry. We always look for originality, technological innovation, durability, cost and promptness to present our products. We have therefore generated a vast organisational wealth because we share Quality with those who are quality-oriented.

The use of acoustic products in working environments, by taking into account the needs and the modern corporate images, is our passion. JOCAVI® has a varied and thorough offer of high quality products available, which enable a wider range of applications. Our range of products offers the designer a large variety of solutions. Several types of absorption and diffusion panels deliver an excellent performance in the diverse areas of application.

MANUFACTURER
JOCAVI®, Acoustic Panels, Lda.,
Centro Empresarial Luizworld, Ed.22
Linhó - 2710-335 Sintra - Portugal
Phone: +351 21 9243097 - Fax: +351 219243098
www.jocavi.net - info@jocavi.net

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR